
Kindness!

Meaningful Monday!

The best gifts in life are not 
bought, post a pic of your 
senior friends and tag them 
to let them know that you’re 
thinking of them <3 

If you are a senior, post 
some of your favorite 
memories from this school 
year

The gift of creating 
memories is waste 
free and will stay 
with you until the 
end of time 

Tuesday Trivia 

(Kahoot game @ 
8pm winner gets 
s/o on instagram)
-Kahoot all about 
the environment

Make some factual 
posts about the 
silver linings of 
COVID-19 to share 
out

Waste-Free 
Wednesday 

Story tag EXAMPLES: 
most likely to… 
-always have their 
hydroflask
-Never waste food
-Have the coolest thrifted 
outfit 
-pick up trash to throw it 
away in the right place
-carpool to save gas 

(you can change this 
up, just make sure to 
run changes through 
jazzy)

 

Thrifty Thursday

Share your best 
thrifted outfit or 
thrifty looking outfit 
to promote 
sustainable fashion 

Flourishing Friday
 

Post pics of your 
favorite moments in 
nature! 

(Flora and fauna)

AND...

Announce art winner 



Lilibeth Kasey and Liliana

Make a 15 question kahoot 
about the environment (things 
humans can do to better rates 
of pollution and stuff like that- 
send them to jazzy before 
creating the kahoot 
(and an ad advertising this)

Make 1 post about how corona 
is a silver lining to the 
environment and one ad about 
Tuesday Trivia in general 

Create some story polls as well
(jasmine)

Kristina and Lianne CelesteCassidy

Week of Kindness: Earth Edition :) 

Two ads about 
Meaningful 
Monday

Two varieties with 
different tags 

(make sure they apply to all 
genders and keep the post 
aesthetically pleasing but not 
too cute so some guys wouldn’t 
be afraid to post on their 
stories)

-6 tags for each post
(6 from kristina and 6 
from lianne) 2 
separate posts

Jasmine, Andrew and Ollie: Basic WOK ads 

Two ads showing 
examples of ‘thrifty’ 
outfits 

Emphasize 
statement about 
how thrifting is 
beneficial- 
supports 
sustainable fashion

All ads due 4/11

Two ads about 
Flourishing Friday



Wednesday





ON THE ADS...

Please provide name of the day (ex. Thrifty Thursday), the date of the day, and 
how to participate

BEFORE posting them anywhere, please send them into the Outreach group chat 
for all of us to review the ad to quality check it. :p You all are the best. 

Ads are all also due on SUNDAY 



Basic Ad Info for WOK
GV’s Week of Kindness: Earth Edition

4/13-4/17

Meaningful Monday

Tuesday Trivia

Waste-Free Wednesday

Thrifty Thursday

Flourishing Friday



Earth Art Contest
Find yourself with some extra time to spare? This is a great and safe Stay at Home activity that you can 
partake in

The Theme: Envisioning Earth in 50 Years 

Change is needed in our environment. The next 50 years for our wonderful home that we call Earth are 
sadly not optimal for the health of life on this planet.

Create a piece of what YOU hope to see for our Earth’s environment in the next 50 years.

This is your chance to contribute your ideas, hopes and dreams to share with our community and inspire 
change. 

Submissions are due by 4/15 and voting will occur 4/16-4/17. DM pictures of your art to the GV ASB 
instagram @gvhsasb 



Meaningful Monday: post a memory with a Senior friend

Trivia Tuesday: Join our Kahoot @7pm, answer some insta poll questions 

Waste-Free Wednesday: Tag your Friends in story tag posts

Thrifty Thursday: Post your fav thrifted/thrifty outfit

Flourishing Friday: Post favorite pictures of you in nature or pictures you’ve taken 
of nature 

Basic Full Week ad 
(4/12) and WOK: 
Earth Edition Teaser 
(4/11)


